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Among diverse active soft materials (e.g., 
gels,[4–6] shape memory polymers,[7–9] 
and dielectric elastomers[10–12]), liquid 
crystal elastomers (LCEs) that enable 
large, reversible, and programmable 
shape changes have been recognized as 
compelling materials for artificial mus-
cles.[13–17] In the past two decades, various 
processing techniques, such as melt-
drawing,[18] microfluidic method,[19,20] 
direct ink writing printing (DIWP),[21–25] 
and electrospinning,[26,27] have been devel-
oped to process LCEs into fibrous artificial 
muscles, which usually address two key 
issues: 1) how to shape LCEs into fibers; 
2) how to generate macroscopic liquid 
crystal (LC) orientation in the shaped 
fibers, which is critically important for 
reversible and large deformation. For melt 
drawing, an operator usually uses a fine 
tip to dip into a viscous melt of LCE pre-
cursor and then follows the drawing oper-
ation to shape the materials into the thin 
fiber (diameter 200–300  µm),[18] and LC 
mesogens are uniaxially aligned during 
the drawing operation. Melt-drawing 
technique is simple and easy to conduct, 

however, the manual operation is difficult to shape LCEs into 
uniform fibers with well-defined diameters. Moreover, the 
technique does not allow for continuous and fast preparation, 
only applicable to produce a small amount of fiber samples for 
use in the laboratories, lacking large-scale scalability. Zentel 
et  al. developed microfluidic devices to prepare oriented LCE 
fibers.[19] In their designed microfluidic devices, LCE precursor 
solution dispersed in a carrier fluid flow through a glass capil-
lary. Since the miscibility of LCE precursor solution with the 
carrier fluid, a continuous LCE precursor filament is formed, 
and LC orientation is induced by flow-induced shearing 
force.[20] The microfluidic technique enables continuous pro-
duction of thin LCE fibers (diameter 8–75  µm).[19,20] However, 
relatively low flow velocity (v  = 0.9–14.8  m  h−1) leads to slow 
fabrication speeds.[19,20] The reason is that a slow velocity (v) of 
the flow is required to maintain a smaller “Reynolds number” 
(Re) to gain laminar flow in the capillary, and thus shaping the 
carried LCE precursor into a fiber-like shape. If a high velocity 
of the flow was employed, it will induce turbulent flow, leading 
to failure of fiber shaping. The inherent limitation of low flow 
velocity restricts the fabrication speed of the technique. For 
DIWP, LCE oligomers melt by heating or dissolved in solvent 
would be extruded from a nozzle and shaped into a fibrous 

Leveraging liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) to realize scalable fabrication of 
high-performing fibrous artificial muscles is of particular interest because 
these active soft materials can provide large, reversible, programmable defor-
mations upon environmental stimuli. High-performing fibrous LCEs require 
the used processing technology to enable shaping LCEs into micro-scale 
fine fibers as thin as possible while achieving macroscopic LC orientation, 
which however remains a daunting challenge. Here, a bioinspired spinning 
technology is reported that allows for continuous, high-speed production 
(fabrication speed up to 8400 m h−1) of thin and aligned LCE microfibers com-
bined with rapid deformation (actuation strain rate up to 810% s−1), powerful 
actuation (actuation stress up to 5.3 MPa), high response frequency (50 Hz), 
and long cycle life (250 000 cycles without obvious fatigue). Inspired by liquid 
crystalline spinning of spiders that takes advantage of multiple drawdowns 
to thin and align their dragline silks, internal drawdown via tapered-wall-
induced-shearing and external drawdown via mechanical stretching are 
employed to shape LCEs into long, thin, aligned microfibers with the desir-
able actuation performances, which few processing technologies can achieve. 
This bioinspired processing technology capable of scalable production of 
high-performing fibrous LCEs would benefit the development of smart fab-
rics, intelligent wearable devices, humanoid robotics, and other areas.

ReseaRch aRticle
 

1. Introduction

Fibrous artificial muscles have been highly needed for broad 
applications, ranging from smart fabrics and humanoid robots 
(prosthetic limbs) to exoskeletons and augmented reality.[1–3] 
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shape (diameter 40–600  µm),[21–25] and the LC mesogens in 
the shaped fiber are oriented by flow-induced shearing force 
during the extrusion processing or drawing operation after the 
extrusion processing, which provides simple and economic 
fabrication methods for fibrous LCEs.[28,29] In recent years, the 
electrospinning technique has been developed to shape LCEs 
into micro/nano-scale fibers by charging and spinning LCEs 
under a high-voltage electric field.[26,27] However, electrospin-
ning produces a fleece-like assembly of the LCE fibers without 
macroscopic LC orientation, which leads to a complicated post-
deposition alignment process and seriously prohibits their prac-
tical application.[27] There are two key points for the preparation 
of high-performing fibrous LCE: 1) the fiber should be shaped 
as thin as possible, which cannot only help reduce internal 
defects, but also shorten the transmission distance of stimuli 
(e.g., light, heat), and thus enhance actuation performances 
(e.g., actuation strain/stress, response speed, and etc.); 2) LCs 
in the shaped fiber should be well aligned, which is important 
for reversible, large, and strong deformations upon external 
stimuli. Therefore, a versatile processing technique that allows 
for continuous, high-speed, mild fabrication of thin, aligned 
fibrous LCEs is highly needed to realize scalable production 
of high-performing fibrous artificial muscles for engineering  
applications.

Thin, aligned fibers are ubiquitously shown by living organ-
isms. Spider dragline silk is one of the outstanding representa-
tives, which possesses high mechanical properties despite 
being produced at ambient temperatures and pressures using 
solution spinning (e.g., Araneus Ventricosus spider’s dragline 
silks with diameters of 4.47 ± 0.96 µm exhibit strain at breaking 
of 19.55 ± 5.02%, ultimate strength of 906.9 ± 100.9 MPa, and 
toughness of 84.28 ± 31.91 MJ m−3.[30] When exposed to external 
stimuli, the pristine dragline silks of Araneus Ventricosus spi-
ders can generate large actuation strain of 42% and strong actu-
ation stress up to 7.5 MPa[31]). Spiders adopt the advanced liquid 
crystalline spinning technology that allows for the high-efficient 
production of thin and aligned fibers only using benign pro-
cessing conditions.[32–34] For shaping and aligning fiber, spiders 
employ an unusual shaping and alignment process that com-
bines the internal drawdown within the spider’s internal duct 
before the spinning with external drawdown via mechanical 
stretching after the spun material left the spinneret (Figure 1). 
Internal drawdown makes use of the funnel-shaped or tapering 
duct to achieve both drawdown and alignment of the unspun 
liquid crystalline materials passing through the diameter-
decreasing duct, while external drawdown leverages the pulling 
force exerted by the spider’s legs to further thin the spun fiber 
and enhance its orientation.

Inspired by the liquid crystalline spinning of spider dra-
gline silk, we have developed a bioinspired processing platform 
using mild processing conditions, which allows for scalable 
production of high-performing fibrous artificial muscle. This 
processing platform was designed based on three criteria: 1) it 
must enable continuous fabrication of thin, aligned fibrous arti-
ficial muscle; 2) the spinning dope must own proper mechan-
ical properties, and allow for extensive and fast stretching to 
form thin fiber, and thus enables continuous and high-speed 
production. 3) It must enable fiber preparation under mild pro-
cessing conditions.

2. Results and Discussion

To achieve the first requirement, we devised a processing 
system using bioinspired processing principle for fiber shaping 
and orientation (Movie S1, Supporting Information). As shown 
in Figure 2a, this system consists of four parts: 1) a digitally 
controlled injection syringe equipped with a tapered long spin-
neret for internal drawdown and initial alignments, 2) a reeling 
bobbin for external drawdown, used for stretching and aligning 
the spun fiber (Figure  2b); 3) UV sources for curing after the 
spun fiber is stretched and aligned (Figure 2c,d); 4) guide rail 
slider for collecting the fiber in an orderly manner at equal 
intervals (Figure  2i). The injection syringe adopts a tapered 
long spinneret (Figure 2e) to realize the diameter reduction and 
preliminary orientation of the unspun liquid crystalline dope 
(Figure 2f,g and Figure S1, Supporting Information). After the 
spun material leaves the spinneret, the spun fiber is mechani-
cally stretched via the reeling bobbin driven by a digital-
controlled motor (Figure 2h), and this reeling bobbin not only 
works for reeling and collecting the fiber, but more importantly 
enables thinning the fiber and enhance its orientation. Through 
both internal and external drawdowns and alignments, thin, 
aligned fibrous artificial muscle fibers (the minimum dia meter 
of 2.6  µm with graphene; 160  nm without graphene) can be 
successfully prepared (Figure  2J and Figure S2, Supporting 
Information).

The second requirement was satisfied by taking advantage 
of spinning non-Newtonian fluid. The spinning dope used for 
our processing platform is a high-concentration liquid crystal 
solution with high viscosity (3913 Pa s), which is a non-Newto-
nian fluid (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Thanks to the 
characteristics of non-Newtonian fluids of the dope, when the 
spinning material leaves the spinneret, the self-harden nature 
of thinned liquid crystalline fiber upon stretching ensures con-
tinuous and high-speed production of thinned and aligned fiber 
without breaking upon the extensive stretching.[24] For the last 
requirement, our solution-processing-based platform allows the 
processing to take place at ambient temperature without the 
requirement of heating or high-pressure conditions.[35]

The spinning dope was prepared by dissolving LC oligomer 
(1  g), RM-82 (0.5 g), DODT (7.2 mg), PETMP (187.3 mg), pho-
toinitiator I-651 (10  mg), and functional dopant in dichlo-
romethane (1  g). The details of the preparation are shown in 
Figures S4–S7 and Table S1 (Supporting Information). During 
fiber spinning, the liquid crystalline dope flows through the 
tapered long spinneret, undergoes the internal drawdown and 
spinning via the extrusion by the syringe pump, and the fol-
lowing external drawdown to thin and align the spun fiber 
(158  µm) via mechanical stretching, and finally the stretched 
thinned fiber (2.6–131  µm) is collected by the reeling bobbin 
(Figure  2k). Owning to non-Newtonian fluid properties of 
the liquid crystalline dope, thinning and stretching fibers can 
maintain the stable shinned shape upon the tension, ensuring 
the high-speed continuous production (Figure S8, Supporting 
Information). The LCE fibers undergo high-speed stretching 
(8400 m h−1), and transition from the coarse fiber (158 µm) with 
a low-ordered state to a fine fiber (2.6 µm) with a highly ordered 
state. After the stretching, the thinned and aligned micro-
fibers are exposed to 365  nm UV light for curing the shaped 
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microfibers (Figure 2d). Unlike the traditional two-steps based 
methods that require the partial crosslinking of the LCEs in 
the first step to gain fiber-shape formation as well as enough 
mechanical strength for the following stretching to achieve 
alignment in the second step,[36,37] our processing platform does 
not need the partial cross-linking step, and it is able to simul-
taneously gain both fiber shaping and macroscopic LC orienta-
tion in a single step before the cross-linking (Figure 2f), which 
offers a straightforward, scalable, and high-efficient alternative 
not only bypasses the need for the multiply-steps fabrication 
but also benefits for improving macroscopic LC alignments.

To evaluate macroscopic LC orientation for different pro-
cessing stages, 2D wide-angle X-ray diffraction (2D-WAXD) 
was employed to characterize the orderness of the LCE mate-
rials during continuous micro-fiber preparation (Figure 2f and 
Figure S1, Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 2g, the 
order parameter increased from 0.18 to 0.76 for the spinning 
LC materials located from position 1# to 8# (Figure  2b,c and 

Figure S1, Supporting Information). The order parameter at 
position 1# for initial liquid crystalline dope is 0.18. After the 
drawdown in the tapered long spinneret, the shearing force 
makes the order parameter grow to 0.43 (Position 3#). Then, 
through the external drawdown via mechanical stretching, the 
order parameter further increases to 0.76 (Position 7#). These 
results indicate that our processing platform can straight-
forwardly and effectively align thin LCE microfibers during 
continuous fabrications, which can also be confirmed by the 
experimental results of polarizing optical microscope (POM) 
(see Figure S9, Supporting Information).

Owning to the fast preparation speed (up to 8400  m  h−1), 
a large amount of aligned microfiber (length 28.1 m) can be 
prepared in a short time (12 s) by our high-throughput liquid 
crystalline spinning technology (Figure  2k). By changing the 
processing parameters (e.g., the flow rate of spun materials 
at the end of the spinneret, and the rotational speed of the 
bobbin) (Figure S10, Supporting Information), the diameters 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2211800

Figure 1. Bioinspired fabrication strategy taking advantage of both internal drawdown and external drawdown to thin and align the spinning fiber into 
high-performing microfiber. For shaping and aligning fiber, spiders employ an unusual shaping and alignment process that combines the internal 
drawdown within the spider’s internal duct before the spinning with external drawdown via mechanical stretching after the spun material left the spin-
neret. Internal drawdown makes use of the funnel-shaped or tapering duct to achieve both drawdown and alignment of the unspun liquid crystalline 
materials passing through the diameter-decreasing duct, while external drawdown leverages the pulling force exerted by the spider’s legs to further 
thin the spun fiber and enhance its orientation.
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of prepared microfibers can be well-defined. Figure  2k and 
Figure S11 (Supporting Information) show various spools 
of LCE microfibers with different diameters. By adjusting 
the control parameters of the extrusion pump, we reduced 

the extrusion flow rate to <0.01  mL  h−1, so the LCE dope 
was extruded at a slower rate to obtain LCE microfibers 
with a diameter of <2  µm. Microfibers with a diameter of 
160  nm were obtained by adjusting the extrusion flow rate 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2211800

Figure 2. Bioinspired Fabrication of thin and aligned LCE microfiber via internal drawdown and external drawdown. a) Photograph of the high-speed 
extrusion spinning setup. b) Photograph of the high-speed extrusion spinning process of LCE microfibers. c) Detailed photograph of the LC dope 
being tapered and oriented by mechanical stretching (Movie S1, Supporting Information). d) Schematic of the processing system using bioinspired 
processing principle for fiber shaping and orientation. e) Schematic of the orientation of LC mesogens at different stages of high-speed extrusion 
spinning process. f) 2D Wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns of LCE microfibers at different stages of high-speed extrusion spinning process. g) Order 
parameter curve during high-speed extrusion spinning processing. h) Reel bobbin for collecting the fiber in an orderly manner at equal intervals. 
i) Detailed photograph of LCE microfibers collected with reel bobbin. j) Scanning electron microscopy images of LCE microfibers with different dia-
meters. k) Photograph of LCE microfibers of different diameters collected on spools.
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to 0.0002  mL  h−1 and the rotation speed of the bobbin to 
500 rpm.

Learning from the spiders that add auxiliary compounds to 
create a composite material to enhance the mechanical prop-
erties of their dragline silks,[38–40] a functional dopant of gra-
phene (2 wt.%) has been added into our spinning dope, which 
cannot only improve the mechanical robustness of prepared 
LCE microfibers, but also offer near-infrared light response for 
the materials (Figure S12, Supporting Information). As shown 
in Figure 3a and Figure S13 (Supporting Information), when 
LCE microfiber (33  µm diameter) was irradiated by NIR light 
(1000  mW  cm−2), it contracted along the longitudinal direc-
tion with the length change of 37% in 0.25 s, pulling upward 
an ultra-heavy load that is 2000 times heavier than that of the 
microfiber (Movie S2, Supporting Information). By changing 
the light intensity, the actuation strain and stress of microfibers 

can be regulated, and the maximum stress can exceed 3.8 MPa 
(Figure 3b), which is at least an order of magnitude higher than 
that of human skeletal muscle (0.35 MPa).[3,41,42] It was observed 
that the thinner the LCE microfiber, the higher the actuation 
stress. A finer microfiber with a diameter of ≈3  µm can gen-
erate actuation stress up to 5.3 MPa in 0.1 s (Figure S14, Sup-
porting Information). Moreover, as shown in Figure 3c, the LCE 
microfiber with a diameter of 33  µm can rapidly pull up and 
down a heavy weight (0.38  g, 12 667× heavier than the micro-
fiber) with large length change of 40% under the frequency of 
10 Hz (Movie S3, Supporting Information).

For practical application in artificial muscles, the long-term 
durability of actuation upon external load is the critical perfor-
mance for real-engineering applications. In previous works, the 
tensile stress applied for LCE actuators by the external loading 
in the durability test is generally not more than 0.1  MPa.[26] 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2211800

Figure 3. Unconventional actuation performance of LCE microfibers. a) When LCE microfiber was irradiated with NIR, it contracted along the longi-
tudinal direction, pulling upward an ultra-heavy load (Movie S2, Supporting Information). b) By changing the light intensity, the actuation strain and 
stress of microfibers can be regulated. c) The LCE microfiber with a diameter of 33 µm can rapidly pull up and down a heavy weight (0.38 g, 12 667× 
heavier than the microfiber) with large length change of 40% under the frequency of 10 Hz (Movie S3, Supporting Information). d) After 250 000 cycles, 
the microfiber can maintain the actuation strain without obvious fatigue (Movie S4, Supporting Information). e) The actuation performance of the LCE 
microfibers under different frequencies of NIR light exposure (Movie S5, Supporting Information). f) Photoactive LCE microfibers can convert constant 
light stimuli into continuous, sustainable self-oscillating motions (Movie S6).
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Whereas our microfiber actuator can load a heavy weight, the 
applied tensile stress was >1  MPa. As shown in Figure S15 
(Supporting Information), the LCE microfiber (length 20 mm, 
diameter 82  µm, weight 0.18  mg) loaded with a heavy weight 
of copper block (weight 0.8  g, applied tensile stress 1.5  MPa), 
which can undergo long-term periodic lifting-up-and-down 
with the frequency of 8  Hz. After 250 000 cycles, the micro-
fiber can maintain the actuation strain without obvious fatigue 
(Figure 3d and Movie S4, Supporting Information). To evaluate 
the actuation performance of the LCE microfibers under dif-
ferent frequencies of NIR light exposure (1000  mW  cm−2), a 
digitally controlled optical chopper (Figure S16, Supporting 
Information) was used to precisely control the frequency of 
switching on and off NIR illumination (0.4–50  Hz). Gener-
ally, the increase in the frequency can lead to a decrease of the  
actuation strain of the irradiated microfibers (Figure  3e and 
Movie S5, Supporting Information). However, when the fre-
quency increases to 18 Hz, the actuation strain increases signif-
icantly, which is attributed to the resonance phenomenon,[43,44] 
offering an effective approach to gain amplified mechanical 
output for the fibrous artificial muscles.

Autonomous oscillating materials that can transduce static 
energy inputs into periodic motions offer a new paradigm for 
achieving continuous and sustainable motions without the 
requirement of using external control units. We demonstrate 
that our LCE microfibers can convert constant light stimuli 
into continuous, sustainable self-oscillating motions. As shown 
in Figure  3f(1), when the partial LCE microfiber, which was 
connected with an object (272  mg) was irradiated by a NIR 
light spot (diameter of the spot 3.9  mm), the LCE microfiber 
bearing the object can generate up-and-down self-oscillation 
and the highest frequency can reach 7.8  Hz (Figure  3f(2) and 
Movie S6, Supporting Information). This self-oscillation arises 
from the fast-photodeformation-induced negative feedback loop 
formed in the partially irradiated LCE microfiber. As shown in 
Figure 3f(3), when the LCE microfiber was partially exposed to 
NIR irradiation that locally increases the temperature of the 
microfiber, the local temperature change led to rapid short-
ening of irradiated microfiber, which makes it quickly move 
upward out of the NIR light spot. The microfiber already out 
of the light spot keeps moving, and thus a delay is generated 
owing to the photo-thermal-mechanical transfer that needs 
time as well as the inertia obtained during the fast photodefor-
mation. As the partial microfiber moved away from the light 
spot, it cooled down and recovered its length, making it go 
back into the light spot. Then, the backed partial microfiber 
will repeat the reversible moving-out-and-in motion, generating 
a photomechanical feedback loop to sustain the autonomous 
up-and-down self-oscillation. In contrast to previously reported 
soft oscillators that largely fail to work upon loading, our self-
oscillating microfiber capable of working against external load 
would be significant for real engineering applications.

To optimize the mechanical properties and actuation prop-
erties of the LCE microfibers, cross-link densities were tuned 
by changing DODT to PETMP. When the ratio of DODT to 
PETMP is 1:9, the LCE fibers exhibit the best mechanical prop-
erties (strain 109%, strength 21.2 MPa, modulus 3.4 MPa, tough-
ness 3.9  MJ  m−3) and the actuation stress is close to 4  MPa, 
and actuation strain reaches to 35%, (Figure S17a, Supporting 

Information). We also varied the molar ratio of acrylate groups 
to thiol groups. When the ratio is 2:1, the microfibers show 
better mechanical properties (strain 113%, strength 29.8  MPa, 
modulus 11.8 MPa, toughness 10.9 MJ m−3) and actuation prop-
erties (actuation stress 3.8 MPa) than that of other formulations 
(Figure S17b, Supporting Information).

The mechanism of photomechanical actuation of the LCE 
microfibers is explained as follows. Our photoactive micro-
fibers are fabricated from graphene/LCE composite materials, 
in which graphene sheets with a high content of sp2-hybridized 
carbons are doped and dispersed uniformly in the LCE matrix 
(Figure S12, Supporting Information). In the bioinspired extru-
sion-spinning, the multiple drawdowns cannot only thin the 
composited LCE into the microfiber, but also induce the par-
allel alignment of LC mesogens and graphene along the axial 
direction of the microfiber (Figure S18, Supporting Informa-
tion). When the thinned and aligned microfiber is irradiated by 
the NIR light, the graphene sheets embedded in the LCE matrix 
can absorb the photon energy and transduce it into thermal 
energy via phonons in the sp2-hybridized carbons, which 
means the embedded graphene sheets can function as nano-
scale heating sources that transduce light energy into thermal 
energy. The transduced thermal energy can heat up the LCE 
matrix and induce the nematic-to-isotropic phase transition. 
When irradiated by NIR light, the temperature of the micro-
fibers can quickly reach above their nematic-isotropic transition 
temperature TNI (≈70°C; Figure S13, Supporting Information), 
which leads to macroscopic contraction and output force along 
the axial direction.

The actuation performances of the microfibers correlate with 
graphene contents, microfibers’ thickness, and light intensity. 
First, the effect of the content of graphene on the mechan-
ical and actuation performance was investigated. As the gra-
phene content gradually varied from 0, 2, 4, 6 to 8 wt.%, the 
tensile strength, and the modulus gradually change from 18.6 
and 3.8  MPa to 32.9 and 20.6  MPa, while the tensile elonga-
tion at break as well as the toughness change from 133% and 
4.3  MJ  m−3 to 37% and 3.7  MJ  m−3 (Figure S17c, Supporting 
Information). Figures S19 and S20 (Supporting Information) 
show that the increase in the doping amount of graphene 
sheets can effectively enhance actuation strain, actuation strain 
rate, and actuation stress for microfibers. These results sug-
gest that the increase of the graphene content can improve 
the strength and the modulus but lower the toughness of the 
microfiber. The enhancement of the modulus and strength 
would be beneficial to amplify the output force of the actuated 
microfibers (Figure S19, Supporting Information). Meanwhile, 
the increase of graphene content can also increase the density 
of the nano-scale heating sources in the microfiber, and pro-
vide more efficient heat-conductive pathway, which can accel-
erate photothermal–mechanical response by increasing the 
rate of heat transfer,[36,45,46] thus leading to faster actuation 
strain rate, and improved actuation strain (Figure S20, Sup-
porting Information). However, when the content of graphene 
reaches 10 wt.%, both the mechanical properties and the actua-
tion properties of the fiber significantly decline. The reason is 
that the too high graphene content causes its agglomeration, 
resulting in the uneven diameter of the prepared microfibers 
(Figure S21, Supporting Information). When the microfibers 
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are stretched by external forces, the microfibers are prone to 
fracture at locations with smaller diameters or lower graphene 
content. The aggregated graphene forms a septal distribution in 
the microfibers, which reduces the thermal conductivity of the 
microfibers and affects the actuation properties of the micro-
fibers. Based on the above results, the microfibers with 2 wt.% 
graphene have been chosen to develop functional devices in 
our work, because of their robust mechanical performance and 
powerful actuation.

Moreover, with the decrease in the thickness of microfibers, 
both the actuation strain rate and the actuation stress of the 
microfibers would significantly increase (Figures S22 and S23, 
Supporting Information), since the thickness reduction can 
effectively reduce the material’ internal defects, and shorten 
the transmission distance of heat conduction, which can help 
enhance the actuation performance of thinned microfibers. In 
addition, as shown in Figure S13c (Supporting Information), 
the higher the light intensities, the faster the photothermal 
heating, which leads to larger actuation strains, faster strain 
rates, and stronger actuation stresses. All these experimental 
results shown above suggest that the actuation performances 
of the graphene/LCE composite microfibers can be well-regu-
lated by tailoring the material composition of graphene/LCE 
composites, the thickness of microfibers, and external radiation 
conditions.

The rheological properties of the spinning dope are sig-
nificantly important for continuous, high-speed spinning. To 
obtain the dope with proper rheological properties, we varied 
the content of the liquid crystal materials in the dope. As 
shown in Figure S3 (Supporting Information), when the con-
tent of LC materials is larger than 60 wt.%, the storage mod-
ulus (G′) is greater than the loss modulus (G″), and the dope 
exhibits the properties of the elastic materials. During fiber 
spinning, if the rotational speed of the bobbin was maintained 
constant, the faster the extrusion flow rate, the larger the fiber 
ammeter (Figure S10a, Supporting Information). If the extru-
sion flow rate was kept constant, the more rapid the reeling 
speed of the bobbin, the thinner the diameter of the prepared 
fiber (Figure S10b, Supporting Information). The diameter and 
the stretching coefficient of the microfiber can be calculated via 
the formula shown below.

D
v

nCπ
= 2  (1)

where D is the diameter of the microfiber; v is the flow rate of 
spun liquid crystalline material extruded by the extrusion pump; 
C is the circumference of the bobbin; and n is the rotation speed 
of the bobbin (Figure S24, Supporting Information). Based on 
this formula, the diameter of prepared LCE microfibers can 
be well-defined via regulation of the processing parameters 
v and n. With the identical extrusion flow rate, the change in 
the reeling speed of the bobbin can lead to the increase of the 
change ratio of the diameter during the stretching (Equation 1), 
which results in the increase of the order parameters for the 
stretched microfibers. When without the rotation of the reeling 
bobbin, a nozzle with an inner diameter of 0.16 mm meanwhile 
the extrusion flow rate of 1 mL h−1 were employed in the spin-
ning, the diameter of the prepared fiber was 158  µm and the 

order parameter was 0.22. As the increase of the reeling speed, 
the diameter of the stretched fiber becomes smaller, and the 
order parameter increases (Figure S25a, Supporting Informa-
tion). When the reeling speed reaches 500  rpm, the diameter 
was reduced to ≈12 µm, and the order parameter reaches up to 
0.76 (Figure S25b, Supporting Information).

Four parameters (response frequency, actuation strain rate, 
actuation stress, and power density) were employed to eval-
uate the actuation performances of our LCE microfibers. As 
shown in Figure 4a, under the same strain conditions, our LCE 
microrofibers exhibit high deformation frequency (50 Hz), ena-
bling fast response, which has yet not been achieved by existing 
LCE actuators.[26,47–54] It should be noted that our LCE micro-
fibers show fast actuation strain rate (810% s−1) and powerful 
actuation stress (5.3 MPa), which is much larger than the pre-
viously report LCE fiber actuators (Figure  4b).[23,25,26,36,55–58] 
The maximum energy density of our fiber actuators can reach 
up to 20 440 W kg−1 (Figure 4c), which is at least two orders of 
magnitude greater than the record of the previously reported 
maximum power density of 400 W kg−1.[13,23–26,37,55,57] Compared 
with the processing rate among various processing technolo-
gies, the fabrication speed of the traditional two-step processing 
methods falls in the range of 0.001–10 m  h−1, which are slow 
and discontinuous processing methods; 4D printing methods 
(e.g., direct ink writing, DIW; digital light processing, DLP; 
stereo lithography appearance, SLA) show the processing rate 
range of 0.1–200 m  h−1, which are medium-rate processing; 
liquid jets-based processing technologies (e.g., electrospin-
ning/microfluidics) enable relatively high processing rates 
(15–5000 m  h−1), but electrospinning technologies are limited 
to produce disordered and non-oriented silk mats, while micro-
fluidics technologies have been restricted by the limited fabrica-
tion rate due to the low fluid flowing rate required to maintain 
the laminar flow. Whereas our processing technology allows 
for the fabrication of aligned LCE microfibers using a broad 
range of processing rates from 0.01 to 8400 m h−1 (Figure 4d), 
the maximum fabrication speed is up to 8400 m h−1, which is 
68% faster than the reported fabrication speeds (5000 m h−1).[26] 
Figure  4e highlights four actuation parameters (response fre-
quency, actuation strain rate, actuation stress, and power den-
sity) and two processing parameters (fabrication speed and 
order parameter) of our LCE microfibers. For these six para-
meters, except for the actuation strain that is comparable to the 
previously reported values,[23,25,26,55] the other parameters are 
noticeably higher than that of existing fibrous LCE actuators, 
these characteristics place our microfiber to cover previously 
inaccessible regions of the performance comparison charts of 
fibrous LCE actuators.

Muscles are one of the most important functional com-
ponents for living organisms, which offer deformation and 
strength for a broad range of movements.[41,54,59] Skeletal mus-
cles are made up of a bundle of muscle fibers enabling rapid, 
reversible, and highly controllable drives. We demonstrate 
that our LCE microfibers can serve as fibrous artificial mus-
cles to achieve diverse motion patterns (Movie S7, Supporting 
Information). As shown in Figure 5a, an array of directional-
arranged LCE microfibers (diameter 78  µm, total number of 
30) was used for artificial masseter muscle. When the artificial 
masseter muscle was irradiated with NIR, it rapidly contracted, 
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driving the jaw closed, which can be leveraged to achieve the 
biological function of biting off food. Moreover, 20 microfibers 
were braided to form a bundle of artificial muscle that was fixed 
on the upper limbs of the skeleton model to serve as the biceps 
artificial muscle. Upon light irradiation, the biceps artificial 
muscle quickly contracted to pull the arm to bend at the elbow, 
which enables mimicking the human action of lifting a heavy 
object by bending the arm. Similarly, artificial quadriceps fem-
oris prepared by a bundle of microfibers (diameter 78 µm, total 
number of 20) can mimic the body movement of lifting the 
knee and kicking a ball away. All these demonstrations suggest 
that our LCE microfibers can work as fibrous artificial muscles 
for broad applications, such as flexible robots, wearable exoskel-
etons, and medical rehabilitation equipment.

In addition, we devised various small-scale actuation devices 
integrated with our microfibers. As shown in Figure  5b, we 
have designed and fabricated a light-controlled tweezer whose 
size is only ≈3.2 mm, which is compact and fully driven by light 
(Movie S8, Supporting Information). The small tweezer takes 
the advantage of light-driven reversible contraction to achieve 
fast closing or opening of its two tips within 0.5 s (Figure 5c). 
Moreover, we also created a miniature scissor (size of 8  mm) 
driven by the reversible photodeformation of LCE microfibers 
(Figure  5d), which can exhibit rapid action of closing its two 
blades (Movie S9, Supporting Information). In addition, lever-
aging the fast response of the LCE microfibers, we fabricated a 
robotic wing that mimics high-frequency flapping of a dragon-
fly’s wings (Figure 5f and Movie S10, Supporting Information). 

The highest frequency of the robotic wing can reach 10  Hz 
(Figure 5g), within the range of the flapping frequency of drag-
onfly wings (8–15  Hz; Figure  5e). Furthermore, we also dem-
onstrate that light-driven boats and rollers which are driven 
by LCE microfibers (Figures S26 and S27, and Movies S11 and 
S12, Supporting Information). Our LCE microfibers with the 
advantages of large actuation, strong actuation stress, rapid 
response, and lightweight exhibit compelling competitive-
ness in the engineering applications of miniature actuation 
devices, micro-mechanical systems, and bionic insect-scale  
robots.

3. Conclusion

Inspired by the spinning technology of spiders in the produc-
tion of fine and orientated draglines, we have created a versa-
tile spinning technology that leverages the internal drawdown 
and the external drawdown to achieve straightforward fabrica-
tion of thin, well-aligned LCE microfibers that exhibit a desir-
able combination of actuation performances highly needed for 
engineering utilization. It is worth mentioning that our bioin-
spired spinning technology possesses the unique capability 
that enables continuous and high-speed production of uniform 
thin microfibers with well-defined orientation of LC, which few 
processing technologies can achieve. This spinning technology 
would offer a versatile processing platform to facilitate scalable 
fabrication of high-performing fibrous LCE actuators, which 

Adv. Mater. 2023, 2211800

Figure 4. Performance Comparisons. a) Ashby plot of response frequency versus actuation strain of LCE actuators. b) Ashby plot of actuation stress 
versus actuation strain rate of fibrous LCE actuators. c) Ashby plot of power density versus actuation strain rate of fibrous LCE actuators. d) Compared 
the fabrication speed with the processing rate among various processing technologies. e) Rader plot of four actuation parameters and two processing 
parameters of fibrous LCE actuators.
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would exert significant impacts on the development of soft 
robotics, muscle-like actuators, optical sensing, smart textiles, 
and many other fields.

4. Experimental Section
Materials: RM82 (1,4-bis-[4-(6-acryloyloxyhexyloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-

methylbenzene) (98%) was purchased from Shijiazhuang Yesheng 
Chemical Technology Co., Ltd. 3,6-Dioxa-1,8-octanedithiol (DODT, 
97%), pentaerythritol tetrakis (3-mercaptopropionate) (PETMP, 90%), 
dipropylamine (DPA, 99%), 2-2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (I-651, 
98%), and graphene were obtained from TCI.

Synthesis of Oligomer: RM82 (9  g) and DODT (2.46  g) were added 
into CH2Cl2 (31.87 g) at a molar ratio of 1:1 with rigorous stirring. DPA 
(0.19 g) was then added as catalyst. The solution was homogenized using 
a magnetic stirrer and allowed to react for 24  h at room temperature 
in an open flask. After reaction, the mixture was washed with diluted 
HCl aqueous solution twice (0.1 m), followed by washing with saturated 
sodium chloride solution of equal volume twice. The solution was then 
dried by anhydrous NaSO4 powder overnight, followed by filtration. 
The final oligomer was collected as a white viscoelastic polymer after 
evaporating the solvent under vacuum.

Preparation of LCE Ink: Combine LC oligomer (1  g), RM82 (0.5  g), 
DODT (7.2  mg), PETMP (187.3  mg), photoinitiator I-651 (10  mg), 
and functional dopant in CH2Cl2 (3  g) with a magnetic stirrer. Stir the 
solution at room temperature for 30 min to dissolve. The final ink was 

Figure 5. Diverse Applications of LCE microfiber actuators. a) Demonstration of the implementation of LCE microfibers as masseter artificial muscle, 
biceps artificial muscle and quadriceps artificial muscle on a human skeleton (Movie S7, Supporting Information). b) Size comparison of light-
controlled micro-tweezer and a coin. c) Working mechanism of the light-controlled micro-tweezer (Movie S8, Supporting Information). d) Working 
mechanism of the light-controlled scissor (Movie S9, Supporting Information). e) Dragonflies can flap their wings at 8–15 Hz, using their wing muscles. 
f) Working mechanism of the bionic dragonfly wing (Movie S10, Supporting Information). g) The bionic dragonfly wing can flap at a high frequency.
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collected as a viscous liquid after evaporating the CH2Cl2 to 1 g under 
vacuum. The ink was ready for use.

Processing System: A home-made high-speed extrusion spinning setup 
was used to spin LC dope into stretched and thinned fibers. The syringe 
pump, guide rail slider, and reel bobbin of the high-speed extrusion 
spinning setup were purchased from Changsha Nanoapparatus Ltd. 
The UV sources were purchased from Zhongshan Jigu Ltd. Tapered long 
spinnerets (30 G) were purchased from EFD Inc.

Characterization: The surface temperatures of the actuators were 
measured by an infrared thermometer (A665sc, FLIR). NIR light 
(808 nm) was generated by a laser source (MDL-H-808-5 W, Changchun 
New Industries Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd). The laser intensity 
was monitored by a laser power meter (TP100, Changchun New 
Industries Optoelectronics Technology Co., Ltd). Supporting Information 
Videos were recorded by a super-resolution digital microscope (Keyence, 
VHX-1000C) or a digital camera (Nikon, D850). Slow motions were 
recorded by a highspeed camera (Keyence VW-9000). DSC thermograms 
were obtained by TA Discovery DSC 250. Mechanical properties of the 
LCE fibers were investigated by Instron 5943 universal testing system 
with the tensile testing rate of 50 mm min−1. WAXD diffraction patterns 
were obtained by using a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer. Surface 
morphology was observed on a Zeiss Gemini 450 scanning electron 
microscope.

Actuation Strain (%) Calculation: 

ε ( )= − ×Actuation strain / 100%0 1 0L L L  (2)

where L0 is the initial length of LCE microfiber actuator and L1 is the 
length that the LCE microfiber actuator contracted along the longitudinal 
direction after irradiated NIR light.

Actuation Strain Rate (% s−1) Calculation: 

ε=Actuation strain rate
t

 (3)

where ε is the actuation strain and t is the time that the LCE microfiber 
actuator contracted along the longitudinal direction after irradiated NIR 
light.

Power Density (W Kg−1) Calculation: In the actuating process, an 
average force (F) equaled to the gravity (G) of the load. 

= × ∆Power density G L
mt

 (4)

where ΔL is the moved displacement, m is the mass of the LCE 
microfiber actuator (kg), and t is the time that the LCE microfiber 
actuator contracted along the longitudinal direction after irradiated  
NIR light.

Processing Parameters Calculation: If a certain time point in high-speed 
extrusion spinning is intercepted: t0, and another time point after the 
continuous production of microfibers for some time: t1, defining the 
volume of ink consumed during this time period as Q, the diameter of 
the produced microfibers as D, the cross-sectional area as S, and the 
length as L. At this time, the flow rate of ink extruded by the extrusion 
pump is v, the circumference of the roller is C, and the rotation speed of 
the roller is n.

The volume of microfibers collected on drum during this time

=Q SL  (5)

with

π= 1
4

2S D
 (6)

( )= −1 0L nC t t  (7)

which on integration leads to

π ( )= × −1
4

2
1 0Q D nC t t  (8)

The volume of ink expelled from the syringe during this time

( )= −1 0Q v t t  (9)

which on integration leads to

π ( ) ( )= × − = −1
4

2
1 0 1 0Q D nC t t v t t

 (10)

then

π= 2D v
nC

 (11)
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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